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Following publication of the original article [1], the authors reported the errors in the
equations. In Eqs. (2), (3) and (22), at the end of all integrals, d �Xmd �X has been changed to
d �Xm d �X . The corrected equations are given below:

E(�u) = 1
|�m|

∫
�

∫
�m

W ( �X,F ) d �Xm d �X. (2)

δE(�u; δ�u) = 1
|�m|

∫
�

∫
�m

P : �∇mδ�u( �X, �Xm) d �Xm d �X, (3)

δ2E(�u; δ�u) = 1
|�m|

∫
�

∫
�m

�∇mδ�u( �X, �Xm) : C : �∇mδ�u( �X, �Xm) d �Xm d �X, (22)

The original article [1] has been updated.
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